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In Force and Freedom, Kellie Carter Jackson provides the first historical analysis exclusively focused on the tactical use of
violence among antebellum black activists. Through tactical violence, argues Carter Jackson, abolitionist leaders created the
conditions that necessitated the Civil War.
The gun-toting woman holds enormous symbolic significance in American culture. For over two centuries, women who pick up
guns have disrupted the popular association of guns and masculinity, spurring debates about women's capabilities for violence as
well as their capacity for full citizenship. In Her Best Shot, Laura Browder examines the relationship between women and guns and
the ways in which the figure of the armed woman has served as a lightning rod for cultural issues. Utilizing autobiographies,
advertising, journalism, novels, and political tracts, among other sources, Browder traces appearances of the armed woman
across a chronological spectrum from the American Revolution to the present and an ideological spectrum ranging from the Black
Panthers to right-wing militias. Among the colorful characters presented here are Deborah Sampson, who disguised herself as a
man to fight in the American Revolution; Pauline Cushman, who posed as a Confederate to spy for Union forces during the Civil
War; Wild West sure-shot Annie Oakley; African explorer Osa Johnson; 1930s gangsters Ma Barker and Bonnie Parker; and Patty
Hearst, the hostage-turned-revolutionary-turned-victim. With her entertaining and provocative analysis, Browder demonstrates that
armed women both challenge and reinforce the easy equation that links guns, manhood, and American identity.
Visiting Martin Luther King, Jr. at the peak of the civil rights movement, the journalist William Worthy almost sat on a loaded pistol.
“Just for self-defense,” King assured him. One of King's advisors remembered the reverend's home as “an arsenal.” Like King,
many nonviolent activists embraced their constitutional right to self-protection—yet this crucial dimension of the civil rights struggle
has been long ignored. In This Nonviolent Stuff'll Get You Killed, civil rights scholar Charles E. Cobb, Jr. reveals how nonviolent
activists and their allies kept the civil rights movement alive by bearing—and, when necessary, using—firearms. Whether patrolling
their neighborhoods, garrisoning their homes, or firing back at attackers, these men and women were crucial to the movement's
success, as were the weapons they carried. Drawing on his firsthand experiences in the Southern Freedom Movement and
interviews with fellow participants, Cobb offers a controversial examination of the vital role guns have played in securing American
liberties.
"Features a diverse range of voices that cut across class and political affiliations as well as across regions and generations"-From the pre-Civil War to today, this book demonstrates a willingness of African-American men and women to use firearms when
necessary to defend their families and communities, from Frederick Douglas's advice to keep a good revolver handy as defense
against slave catchers to blacks against the KKK. Original.
Race riots are the most glaring and contemporary displays of the racial strife running through America's history. Mostly urban,
mostly outside the South, and mostly white-instigated, the number and violence of race riots increased as blacks migrated out of
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the rural South and into the North and West's industrialized cities during the early part of the twentieth-century. While most riots
have occurred within the past century, the encyclopedia reaches back to colonial history, giving the encyclopedia an
unprecedented historical depth. Though white on black violence has been the most common form of racial violence, riots involving
other racial and ethnic groups, such as Asians and Hispanics, are also included and examined. Organized A-Z, topics include:
notorious riots like the Tulsa Riots of 1921, the Los Angeles Riots of 1965 and 1992; the African-American community's
preparedness and responses to this odious form of mass violence; federal responses to rioting; an examination of the underlying
causes of rioting; the reactions of prominent figures such as H. Rap Brown and Martin Luther King, Jr to rioting; and much more.
Many of the entries describe and analyze particular riots and violent racial incidents, including the following: Belleville, Illinois, Riot
of 1903 Harlem, New York, Riot of 1943 Howard Beach Incident, 1986 Jackson State University Incident, 1970 Los Angeles,
California, Riot of 1992 Memphis, Tennessee, Riot of 1866 Red Summer, Race Riots of 1919, Southwest Missouri Riots
1894-1906, Texas Southern University Riot of 1967. Entries covering the victims and opponents of race violence, include the
following: Black Soldiers, Lynching of Black Women, Lynching of Diallo, Amadou Hawkins, Yusef King, Rodney Randolph, A.
Philip Roosevelt, Eleanor Till, Emmett, Lynching of Turner, Mary, Lynching of Wells-Barnett, Ida B. Many entries also cover
legislation that has addressed racial violence and inequality, as well as groups and organizations that have either fought or
promoted racial violence, including the following: Anti-Lynching League Civil Rights Act of 1957, Economic Opportunity Act of
1964, Ku Klux Klan, National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), Nation of Islam, Vigilante
Organizations, White League. Other entries focus on relevant concepts, trends, themes, and publications. Besides almost 300
cross-referenced entries, most of which conclude with lists of additional readings, the encyclopedia also offers a timeline of racial
violence in the United States, an extensive bibliography of print and electronic resources, a selection of important primary
documents, numerous illustrations, and a detailed subject index.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the National Book Award–winning author of Stamped from the Beginning comes a
“groundbreaking” (Time) approach to understanding and uprooting racism and inequality in our society—and in ourselves. “The
most courageous book to date on the problem of race in the Western mind.”—The New York Times NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • Time • NPR • The Washington Post • Shelf Awareness • Library
Journal • Publishers Weekly • Kirkus Reviews Antiracism is a transformative concept that reorients and reenergizes the
conversation about racism—and, even more fundamentally, points us toward liberating new ways of thinking about ourselves and
each other. At its core, racism is a powerful system that creates false hierarchies of human value; its warped logic extends beyond
race, from the way we regard people of different ethnicities or skin colors to the way we treat people of different sexes, gender
identities, and body types. Racism intersects with class and culture and geography and even changes the way we see and value
ourselves. In How to Be an Antiracist, Kendi takes readers through a widening circle of antiracist ideas—from the most basic
concepts to visionary possibilities—that will help readers see all forms of racism clearly, understand their poisonous consequences,
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and work to oppose them in our systems and in ourselves. Kendi weaves an electrifying combination of ethics, history, law, and
science with his own personal story of awakening to antiracism. This is an essential work for anyone who wants to go beyond the
awareness of racism to the next step: contributing to the formation of a just and equitable society. Praise for How to Be an
Antiracist “Ibram X. Kendi’s new book, How to Be an Antiracist, couldn’t come at a better time. . . . Kendi has gifted us with a
book that is not only an essential instruction manual but also a memoir of the author’s own path from anti-black racism to antiwhite racism and, finally, to antiracism. . . . How to Be an Antiracist gives us a clear and compelling way to approach, as Kendi
puts it in his introduction, ‘the basic struggle we’re all in, the struggle to be fully human and to see that others are fully human.’
”—NPR “Kendi dissects why in a society where so few people consider themselves to be racist the divisions and inequalities of
racism remain so prevalent. How to Be an Antiracist punctures the myths of a post-racial America, examining what racism really
is—and what we should do about it.”—Time
A physician reveals how right-wing backlash policies have mortal consequences -- even for the white voters they promise to help
Named one of the most anticipated books of 2019 by Esquire and the Boston Globe In the era of Donald Trump, many lower- and
middle-class white Americans are drawn to politicians who pledge to make their lives great again. But as Dying of Whiteness
shows, the policies that result actually place white Americans at ever-greater risk of sickness and death. Physician Jonathan M.
Metzl's quest to understand the health implications of "backlash governance" leads him across America's heartland. Interviewing a
range of everyday Americans, he examines how racial resentment has fueled progun laws in Missouri, resistance to the Affordable
Care Act in Tennessee, and cuts to schools and social services in Kansas. And he shows these policies' costs: increasing deaths
by gun suicide, falling life expectancies, and rising dropout rates. White Americans, Metzl argues, must reject the racial hierarchies
that promise to aid them but in fact lead our nation to demise.

The daughter of a plantation owner and his Negro mistress struggle to survive in the war-torn South
A complete guide to the origins and everday experience of gun violence in America—and a series of solutions to put a
stop to its destruction once and for all. Gun violence is a problem with many faces, but seemingly no solution. From mass
shootings to deadly domestic abuse to police officers opening fire, it permeates American life. And yet it feels impossible
to address. The lines are firmly drawn and the federal government has not passed any legislation to reduce gun
ownership in over twenty-five years. That's why it's time to look at the issue differently. In this revelatory collection, gun
violence in America is addressed from three angles: how gun violence affects us today, how we have gotten to this
juncture legally and socially, and finally, what we can do to reduce and end gun violence in America. Too many lives are
lost by gun fire--around 15,000 a year--but we do have the tools to address this crisis. Top journalists, organizations, and
anti-gun-violence advocacy groups are represented here--from Pamela Coloff to Ibram X. Kendi to Everytown for Gun
Safety and the Giffords Organization--to collect the most comprehensive, thoughtful and practical guide on gun violence
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in America. There are no deadlocks and no excuses--we have the tools to stop gun violence now.
First published in 1962, Negroes with Guns is the story of a southern black community's struggle to arm itself in selfdefense against the Ku Klux Klan and other racist groups. Frustrated and angered by violence condoned or abetted by
the local authorities against blacks, the small community of Monroe, North Carolina, brought the issue of armed selfdefense to the forefront of the civil rights movement. The single most important intellectual influence on Huey P. Newton,
the founder of the Black Panther Party, Negroes with Guns is a classic story of a man who risked his life for democracy
and freedom. During the height of the Civil Rights Movement, Robert Williams organized armed self-defense against the
racist violence of the Ku Klux Klan. This is the story of his movement, first established in Monroe, N.C. A southern black
community's struggle to defend itself against racism and racist groups. No matter what your race, this is a universal story
of risking one's life for freedom and equality.
1919, The Year of Racial Violence recounts African Americans' brave stand against a cascade of mob attacks in the
United States after World War I. The emerging New Negro identity, which prized unflinching resistance to second-class
citizenship, further inspired veterans and their fellow black citizens. In city after city - Washington, DC; Chicago;
Charleston; and elsewhere - black men and women took up arms to repel mobs that used lynching, assaults, and other
forms of violence to protect white supremacy; yet, authorities blamed blacks for the violence, leading to mass arrests and
misleading news coverage. Refusing to yield, African Americans sought accuracy and fairness in the courts of public
opinion and the law. This is the first account of this three-front fight - in the streets, in the press, and in the courts against mob violence during one of the worst years of racial conflict in US history.
Traces the growth, disappearance, and eventual return of an African American presence in police forces, and links
developments to changes in Black influence on the political process
Winner of the 2014 Anna Julia Cooper-CLR James Book Award presented by the National Council of Black Studies
Winner of the 2014 PEN Oakland-Josephine Miles Award for Excellence in Literature In We Will Shoot Back: Armed
Resistance in the Mississippi Freedom Movement, Akinyele Omowale Umoja argues that armed resistance was critical to
the Southern freedom struggle and the dismantling of segregation and Black disenfranchisement. Intimidation and fear
were central to the system of oppression in most of the Deep South. To overcome the system of segregation, Black
people had to overcome fear to present a significant challenge to White domination. As the civil rights movement
developed, armed self-defense and resistance became a significant means by which the descendants of enslaved
Africans overturned fear and intimidation and developed different political and social relationships between Black and
White Mississippians. This riveting historical narrative reconstructs the armed resistance of Black activists, their
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challenge of racist terrorism, and their fight for human rights. Instructor's Guide
A southern black community's struggle to defend itself against racist groups.
Newtown. Columbine. Virginia Tech. Tucson. Aurora. Gun violence on a massive scale has become a plague in our
society, yet politicians seem more afraid of having a serious conversation about guns than they are of the next horrific
shooting. Any attempt to change the status quo, whether to strengthen gun regulations or weaken them, is sure to
degenerate into a hysteria that changes nothing. Our attitudes toward guns are utterly polarized, leaving basic questions
unasked: How can we reconcile the individual right to own and use firearms with the right to be safe from gun violence?
Is keeping guns out of the hands of as many law-abiding Americans as possible really the best way to keep them out of
the hands of criminals? And do 30,000 of us really have to die by gunfire every year as the price of a freedom protected
by the Constitution? In Living with Guns, Craig R. Whitney, former foreign correspondent and editor at the New York
Times, seeks out answers. He re-examines why the right to bear arms was enshrined in the Bill of Rights, and how it
came to be misunderstood. He looks to colonial times, surveying the degree to which guns were a part of everyday life.
Finally, blending history and reportage, Whitney explores how twentieth-century turmoil and culture war led to today's
climate of activism, partisanship, and stalemate, in a nation that contains an estimated 300 million guns––and probably at
least 60 million gun owners. In the end, Whitney proposes a new way forward through our gun rights stalemate, showing
how we can live with guns––and why, with so many of them around, we have no other choice.
As cultural, social, political, and historical objects, guns are rich with complex and contested significance. What guns mean, why
they matter, and what policies should be undertaken to regulate guns remain issues of vigorous scholarly and public debate. Gun
Studies offers fresh research and original perspectives on the contentious issue of firearms in public life. Comprising global,
interdisciplinary contributions, this insightful volume examines difficult and timely questions through the lens of: Social practice
Marketing and commerce Critical theory Political conflict Public policy Criminology Questions explored include the evolution of
American gun culture from recreation to self-protection; the changing dynamics of the pro-gun and pro-regulation movements; the
deeply personal role of guns as sources of both injury and security; and the relationship between gun-wielding individuals, the
state, and social order in the United States and abroad. In addition to introducing new research, Gun Studies presents reflections
by senior scholars on what has been learned over the decades and how gun-related research has influenced public policy and
everyday conversations. Offering provocative and often intimate perspectives on how guns influence individuals, social structures,
and the state in both dramatic and nuanced ways, Gun Studies will appeal to students and researchers interested in fields such as
sociology, political science, legal history, criminology, criminal justice, social policy, armaments industries, and violent crime. It will
also appeal to policy makers and all others interested in and concerned about the use of guns.
The Revolt of the Black Athlete hit sport and society like an Ali combination. This Fiftieth Anniversary edition of Harry Edwards's
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classic of activist scholarship arrives even as a new generation engages with the issues he explored. Edwards's new introduction
and afterword revisit the revolts by athletes like Muhammad Ali, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Tommie Smith, and John Carlos. At the
same time, he engages with the struggles of a present still rife with racism, double-standards, and economic injustice. Again
relating the rebellion of black athletes to a larger spirit of revolt among black citizens, Edwards moves his story forward to our era
of protests, boycotts, and the dramatic politicization of athletes by Black Lives Matter. Incisive yet ultimately hopeful, The Revolt of
the Black Athlete is the still-essential study of the conflicts at the interface of sport, race, and society.
This book tells the remarkable story of Robert F. Williams--one of the most influential black activists of the generation that toppled
Jim Crow and forever altered the arc of American history. In the late 1950s, as president of the Monroe, North Carolina, branch of
the NAACP, Williams and his followers used machine guns, dynamite, and Molotov cocktails to confront Klan terrorists. Advocating
"armed self-reliance" by blacks, Williams challenged not only white supremacists but also Martin Luther King Jr. and the civil rights
establishment. Forced to flee during the 1960s to Cuba--where he broadcast "Radio Free Dixie," a program of black politics and
music that could be heard as far away as Los Angeles and New York City--and then China, Williams remained a controversial
figure for the rest of his life. Historians have customarily portrayed the civil rights movement as a nonviolent call on America's
conscience--and the subsequent rise of Black Power as a violent repudiation of the civil rights dream. But Radio Free Dixie reveals
that both movements grew out of the same soil, confronted the same predicaments, and reflected the same quest for African
American freedom. As Robert Williams's story demonstrates, independent black political action, black cultural pride, and armed
self-reliance operated in the South in tension and in tandem with legal efforts and nonviolent protest.
When many in America hear the phrase "black man with a gun," they immediately think negatively. Is that an irrational fear or do
the facts bear it out? If you've ever wondered what it's like to be a conservative black man in America, then this is the book for you.
Kenn Blanchard takes you behind the scenes to places and perspectives you could never go unchaperoned. He has been involved
in the gun rights fight since 1991. He breaks through the racial divide by destroying negative stereotypes about the black
community and how they view guns and how they view traditionally white institutions like the NRA. The good reverend answers all
these questions and more. You can't put Kenn Blanchard in a box; there's just too much of him. He's a preacher, a motorcycle
rider, a Marine veteran, a loving husband and father, and a retired CIA officer. Hear his plea as he reaches out to his brothers and
sisters in the African-American community in his best attempt at bringing them into the armed American fold. Black Man with a
Gun Reloaded is not color blind. Rather, it takes the bull by the horns and rips its head clean off!
The book "Hebrews to Negroes: Wake Up Black America" touches on subjects too controversial for most authors to reveal to the
people. This book will expose the truths that have been hidden by the powers that be in America. Since the European and Arab
slave traders stepped foot into Africa, blacks have been told lies about their heritage. This was all by Satan's design for he is the
father of lies. There is an old stereotypical expression that says "If you want to hide something from a Black person, put it in a
book." Well, this is THE BOOK that ALL Black people must read! Since biblical times, there has been a satanic agenda to destroy
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God's Chosen People. This agenda still exists today and is carried on by man in many forms. Satan knows who God's Chosen
People are, but for centuries we have been blind to this knowledge even though it's been right in front of our face. After many
years of research, the time has finally come for ALL Black people to know the truth. Inside Hebrews To Negroes you will find the
answers to all the burning questions you have wanted ask your parents, teachers and pastors for years. It has been said that the
mind has a strong drive to correct itself over a period of time if it can touch some substantial ORIGINAL historical base about itself.
This time period is ending and the truth is being exposed! Is this signs of the End Times? The bible says in the last days that
knowledge will increase. It also says "In the last days, saith God, I will pour out of my Spirit upon all flesh: and your sons and your
daughters shall prophesy, and your young men shall see visions, and your old men shall dream dreams: " Knowledge is the
TRUTH and Satan's time is running out. Don't be left behind. Find out what's really going on behind the scenes as it relates to
BLACK AMERICA then and now. Afterwards you be the judge as to who God's Chosen People really are and who Satan's army is
really after. AT THE END OF READING THIS BOOK, I GUARANTEE YOU WON'T REGRET IT.
Shapiro, the author of "Black Wealth/White Wealth, " blends personal stories, interviews, empirical data, and analysis to illuminate
how family assets produce dramatic consequences in the everyday lives of ordinary citizens.
A young black man’s funny and searing quest to learn to shoot, and a fascinating odyssey into race, guns, and self-protection in
America. The most RJ Young knew about guns was that they could get him killed. Until, recently married to a white woman and in
desperate need of a way to relate to his gun-loving father-in-law, Young does the unimaginable: he accepts Charles’s gift of a
Glock. Despite, or because of, the racial rage and fear he experiences among white gun owners (“Ain’t you supposed to be
shooting a basketball?”), Young determines to get good, really good, with a gun. Let It Bang is the compelling story of the author’s
unexpected obsession—he eventually becomes an NRA-certified pistol instructor—and of his deep dive into the heart of America’s
gun culture: what he sees as the domino effect of white fear, white violence, black fear, rinse, repeat. Young’s original reporting
on shadow industries like US Law Shield, which insures and defends people who report having shot someone in self-defense, and
on the newly formed National African American Gun Association, gives powerful insight into the dynamic. Through indelible
profiles, Young brings us up to the current rocketing rise in gun ownership among black Americans, most notably women. Let It
Bang is an original look at American gun culture from the inside and the other side—and, most movingly, the story of a young black
man’s hard-won nonviolent path to self-protection. “We need more books like this: personal, emotional meditations on gun
ownership…showing us all the ways in which guns take on meaning for people, and what happens when those meanings
collide.”—Pacific Standard
Scenes in the Life of Harriet Tubman: By SARAH H. BRADFORD. [Special Illustrated Edition]

From the New York Times bestselling author of White Rage, an unflinching, critical new look at the Second
Amendment--and how it has been engineered to deny the rights of African Americans since its inception. In The Second,
historian and award-winning, bestselling author of White Rage Carol Anderson powerfully illuminates the history and
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impact of the Second Amendment, how it was designed, and how it has consistently been constructed to keep African
Americans powerless and vulnerable. The Second is neither a “pro-gun” nor an “anti-gun” book; the lens is the
citizenship rights and human rights of African Americans. From the seventeenth century, when it was encoded into law
that the enslaved could not own, carry, or use a firearm whatsoever, until today, with measures to expand and curtail gun
ownership aimed disproportionately at the African American population, the right to bear arms has been consistently
used as a weapon to keep African Americans powerless--revealing that armed or unarmed, Blackness, it would seem, is
the threat that must be neutralized and punished. Throughout American history to the twenty-first century, regardless of
the laws, court decisions, and changing political environment, the Second has consistently meant this: That the second a
Black person exercises this right, the second they pick up a gun to protect themselves (or the second that they don't),
their life--as surely as Philando Castile's, Tamir Rice's, Alton Sterling's--may be snatched away in that single, fatal
second. Through compelling historical narrative merging into the unfolding events of today, Anderson's penetrating
investigation shows that the Second Amendment is not about guns but about anti-Blackness, shedding shocking new
light on another dimension of racism in America.
Featuring never-before-published essays by former Panther members and Panther scholars, a collection of articles
examines the black revolutionaries' organizational dynamics, treatment of women, and controversial legacy. Tour. IP.
A reformatted and reduced price edition of the first book to show the provocative posters and groundbreaking graphics of
the Black Panther Party. The Black Panther Party for Self Defense, formed in the aftermath of the assassination of
Malcolm X in 1965, sounded a defiant cry for an end to the institutionalized subjugation of African Americans. The Black
Panther newspaper was founded to articulate the party’s message, and artist Emory Douglas became the paper’s art
director and later the party’s minister of culture. Douglas’s artistic talents and experience proved a powerful
combination: his striking collages of photographs and his own drawings combined to create some of the era’s most
iconic images. This landmark book brings together a remarkable lineup of party insiders who detail the crafting of the
party’s visual identity.
Behind the passionate debate over gun control and armed crime lurk assumptions about the link between guns and
violence. Indeed, the belief that more guns in private hands means higher rates of armed crime underlies most modern
gun control legislation. But are these assumptions valid? Investigating the complex and controversial issue of the real
relationship between guns and violence, Joyce Lee Malcolm presents an incisive, thoroughly researched historical study
of England, whose strict gun laws and low rates of violent crime are often cited as proof that gun control works. To place
the private ownership of guns in context, Malcolm offers a wide-ranging examination of English society from the Middle
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Ages to the late twentieth century, analyzing changing attitudes toward crime and punishment, the impact of war,
economic shifts, and contrasting legal codes on violence. She looks at the level of armed crime in England before its
modern restrictive gun legislation, the limitations that gun laws have imposed, and whether those measures have
succeeded in reducing the rate of armed crime. Malcolm also offers a revealing comparison of the experience in England
experience with that in the modern United States. Today Americans own some 200 million guns and have seen eight
consecutive years of declining violence, while the English--prohibited from carrying weapons and limited in their right to
self-defense have suffered a dramatic increase in rates of violent crime. This timely and thought-provoking book takes a
crucial step in illuminating the actual relationship between guns and violence in modern society.
The contributors to this edition include W.E.B Du Bois, Arthur Schomburg, James Weldon Johnson, Langston Hughes,
and Countee Cullen. Harlem Mecca is an indispensable aid toward gaining a better understanding of the Harlem
Renaissance.
Draws on firsthand testimonies and recovered court transcripts to present a scholarly account of the 1955 lynching of
Emmett Till and its role in launching the civil rights movement.
This innovative study re-examines the dynamics of race relations in the post--Civil War South from an altogether fresh
perspective: field sports. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, wealthy white men from Southern cities and
the industrial North traveled to the hunting and fishing lodges of the old Confederacy -- escaping from the office to
socialize among like-minded peers. These sportsmen depended on local black guides who knew the land and fishing
holes and could ensure a successful outing. For whites, the ability to hunt and fish freely and employ black laborers
became a conspicuous display of their wealth and social standing. But hunting and fishing had been a way of life for all
Southerners -- blacks included -- since colonial times. After the war, African Americans used their mastery of these sports
to enter into market activities normally denied people of color, thereby becoming more economically independent from
their white employers. Whites came to view black participation in hunting and fishing as a serious threat to the South's
labor system. Scott E. Giltner shows how African-American freedom developed in this racially tense environment -- how
blacks' sense of competence and authority flourished in a Jim Crow setting. Giltner's thorough research using slave
narratives, sportsmen's recollections, records of fish and game clubs, and sporting periodicals offers a unique
perspective on the African-American struggle for independence from the end of the Civil War to the 1920s. -- Stephen A.
West
On November 23, 1887, white vigilantes gunned down unarmed black laborers and their families during a spree lasting
more than two hours. The violence erupted due to strikes on Louisiana sugar cane plantations. Fear, rumor and white
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supremacist ideals clashed with an unprecedented labor action to create an epic tragedy. A future member of the U.S.
House of Representatives was among the leaders of a mob that routed black men from houses and forced them to a
stretch of railroad track, ordering them to run for their lives before gunning them down. According to a witness, the guns
firing in the black neighborhoods sounded like a battle. Author and award-winning reporter John DeSantis uses
correspondence, interviews and federal records to detail this harrowing true story.
Shares wrenching accounts of the everyday violence experienced by emancipated African Americans Well after slavery
was abolished, its legacy of violence left deep wounds on African Americans’ bodies, minds, and lives. For many victims
and witnesses of the assaults, rapes, murders, nightrides, lynchings, and other bloody acts that followed, the suffering
this violence engendered was at once too painful to put into words yet too horrible to suppress. In this evocative and
deeply moving history Kidada Williams examines African Americans’ testimonies about racial violence. By using both
oral and print culture to testify about violence, victims and witnesses hoped they would be able to graphically disseminate
enough knowledge about its occurrence and inspire Americans to take action to end it. In the process of testifying, these
people created a vernacular history of the violence they endured and witnessed, as well as the identities that grew from
the experience of violence. This history fostered an oppositional consciousness to racial violence that inspired African
Americans to form and support campaigns to end violence. The resulting crusades against racial violence became one of
the political training grounds for the civil rights movement.
In 1964 a small group of African American men in Jonesboro, Louisiana, defied the nonviolence policy of the mainstream
civil rights movement and formed an armed self-defense organization--the Deacons for Defense and Justice--to protect
movement workers fr
This new South End Press edition makes available the full text of this out-of-print classic - along with a new foreword by
Manning Marable, interviews with participants in DRUM, and reflections on political developments over the past threee
decades by Georgakas and Surkin.
Describes the author's childhood education in the Cleveland projects in the 1960s and 1970s, where she learned to
appreciate literature at a young age despite growing up amid race riots and murder.
Named a best book of 2020 by the New York Times and Kirkus Reviews “A smart, timely, deeply disturbing and essential
book by a veteran scholar and leading expert on the criminal legal system. . . . This is not a Black crisis but a national
emergency.” —The New York Times Book Review About 170,000 Black Americans have died in homicides just since the
year 2000. Violence takes more years of life from Black men than cancer, stroke, and diabetes combined; a young Black
man in the United States has a fifteen times greater chance of dying from violence than his white counterpart. Even Black
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women suffer violent death at a higher rate than white men, despite homicide’s usual gender patterns. Yet while the
country has been rightly outraged by the recent spate of police killings of Black Americans, the shocking amount of
“everyday” violence that plagues African American communities receives far less attention, and has nearly disappeared
as a target of public policy. As the acclaimed criminologist Elliott Currie makes clear, this pervasive violence is a direct
result of the continuing social and economic marginalization of many Black communities in America. Those conditions
help perpetuate a level of preventable trauma and needless suffering that has no counterpart anywhere in the developed
world. Compelling and accessible, drawing on a rich array of both classic and contemporary research, A Peculiar
Indifference describes the dimensions and consequences of this enduring emergency, explains its causes, and offers an
urgent plea for long-overdue social action to end it.
In recent years, America’s criminal justice system has become the subject of an increasingly urgent debate. Critics have
assailed the rise of mass incarceration, emphasizing its disproportionate impact on people of color. As James Forman,
Jr., points out, however, the war on crime that began in the 1970s was supported by many African American leaders in
the nation’s urban centers. In Locking Up Our Own, he seeks to understand why. Forman shows us that the first
substantial cohort of black mayors, judges, and police chiefs took office amid a surge in crime and drug addiction. Many
prominent black officials, including Washington, D.C. mayor Marion Barry and federal prosecutor Eric Holder, feared that
the gains of the civil rights movement were being undermined by lawlessness—and thus embraced tough-on-crime
measures, including longer sentences and aggressive police tactics. In the face of skyrocketing murder rates and the
proliferation of open-air drug markets, they believed they had no choice. But the policies they adopted would have
devastating consequences for residents of poor black neighborhoods. A former D.C. public defender, Forman tells
riveting stories of politicians, community activists, police officers, defendants, and crime victims. He writes with
compassion about individuals trapped in terrible dilemmas—from the men and women he represented in court to officials
struggling to respond to a public safety emergency. Locking Up Our Own enriches our understanding of why our society
became so punitive and offers important lessons to anyone concerned about the future of race and the criminal justice
system in this country.
Negroes with GunsWayne State University Press
A provocative history that reveals how guns—not abortion, race, or religion—are at the heart of America's cultural divide.
Gunfight is a timely work examining America’s four-centuries-long political battle over gun control and the right to bear
arms. In this definitive and provocative history, Adam Winkler reveals how guns—not abortion, race, or religion—are at the
heart of America’s cultural divide. Using the landmark 2008 case District of Columbia v. Heller—which invalidated a law
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banning handguns in the nation’s capital—as a springboard, Winkler brilliantly weaves together the dramatic stories of
gun-rights advocates and gun-control lobbyists, providing often unexpected insights into the venomous debate that now
cleaves our nation.
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